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My fascination with David’s music
began in 2001 when I heard
him as pianist in his theater piece
Brother, with the performance artist
John Kelly. It was a powerfully
compelling experience (Kelly sang
one of the songs flat on his back!)
and one that I never forgot. A
few years later David and I met for
lunch and he handed me a copy of
the Gymnopedie No. 1
that he had recently composed.
I went home that day and started
practicing the piece, unaware that
a collaboration and friendship that
would extend 13 years, and continues today, was taking flight. To
be part of this has been the most
exhilarating and exciting musical
adventure of my lifetime.
—Marc Peloquin

david del tredici

marc peloquin

I credit Marc Peloquin with getting
me back to writing piano music.
After Virtuoso Alice in 1984
there was nothing more—save for a
few transcriptions—until the Three
Gymnopodies of 2003. That’s
almost 20 “pianoless” years—and
me, a once fire-eating virtuoso pianist!
It was at the turn of the century
that I met Marc Peloquin, whose
unalloyed joy in my music coupled
with his superior performance skills and
insightful curiosity persuaded me to
try again for a “pianofull” year. After
that a steady stream of piano pieces
began to emerge including: Gotham
Glory (2004), Four Ballades
(2006—including the S/M Ballade
which Marc himself commissioned),
Mandango (2008), and Late in
the Game (2015). Each of these
was a piece of major proportions
(that is to say, at least a half hour in
length) and Marc brilliantly premiered
most of them. I am gratefully in his
artistic debt—forever.
—David Del Tredici
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the music
Carioca Boy—Tango
This is an arrangement of the third and final movement of my 2007 work, Queer Hosannas for four-part male
chorus and piano, 4 hands. My inspiration was pianist Marc Peloquin (who played in the premiere) when
he said, “David, do you realize you have already written a 4-hand piece—just eliminate the chorus!” Indeed
most of the choral music was already doubled in the piano—only the Fugue needed a piano transcription.
About the poem itself, I quote my own program note from the premiere:
Carioca Boy by Jaime Manrique, is insouciant and naughty—a frank appreciation of a sexy Brazilian’s body.
Each inch of his anatomy is poetically turned over, explored. This, I felt, demands a tango, that most sensual
of Latin dances, which in this case sinuously transforms itself into a fugue on the last words of the poem—
“Carioca boy, when your carnal saudade sets my lips afire.” At the reprise of the tango, I wanted still more
excitement, so a mariachi band seems suddenly to materialize, with triangle, tambourine and guiro adding their
percussive clatter. The coda climaxes with wave upon wave of the impassioned invocation, “Carioca boy,
Carioca boy!”
Three Gymnopodies
The gymnopedie is a slow, solemn dance in three-quarter time, evocative of ancient Greece and naked youths
(Gymn-naked; P(a)ed-youth). It is of course closely associated with Erik Satie, coiner of the word and composer of the first set of three. Thus, my set, written in 2003, is indebted to that enigmatic French composer.
No. 1, My Goldberg, was inspired by the theme of Bach’s monumental Goldberg Variations—not the
lovely soprano melody, as one might expect, but rather the stepwise, descending bass line. Above the bass,
I have composed a bittersweet melody that ranges freely. At the very end, Bach’s soprano theme is briefly
quoted. Thinking of this Gymnopedie as a stand-alone piece, I played it for a pianist friend, who said to me,
“You know, David, Gymnopedies always come in sets of three.” And so my Gym-work wasn’t yet done!
No. 2, My Re, is a harp-like, delicate dance in C-major whose two-bar phrases always end on the note
D (re). Ray also happens to be the name of my former life-partner, Ray Warman. So, the dedication to him is
doubly appropriate.
No. 3, My Loss, is an in memoriam for my dear teacher and friend, the pianist/composer Robert Helps,
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who died in December 2001. It is the longest and weightiest of the three. The melody, always exploring
the interval of the perfect fifth, two octaves apart, is accompanied by bass chords of (for me) surprising
dissonance. Tonality barely enters the picture. After an ecstatic climax and a falling-away, however, we reach
the coda and, with it, the first arrival of clear-cut tonality. In G-sharp minor, then, the piece comes to a
very sad close.
Soliloquy
Soliloquy is not only my first composition, but also my most dissonant. Written in the summer of 1958 at
the Aspen Music Festival, it is a fantasy based on the minor second chords heard at the opening. The central
portion becomes more excited and energetic, and the end, again more calm, is a variation of the beginning.
Soliloquy is dedicated to my beloved piano teacher Bernhard Abramowitsch, but its composition was
ironically prompted by my unhappiness in studying, that 1958 summer, under a far less congenial man.
Virtuoso Alice
Two events conspired to bring about Virtuoso Alice (1984), my first piano composition in more than
20 years. One was the commissioning request from Michael Sellars, director and founder of the William
Kapell Piano Foundation, for a work to celebrate the grand, romantic tradition of piano playing. Another was
an evening spent listening, for the first time, to rare recordings of legendary “golden age” pianists—Hofmann,
Friedman, de Pachmann, Rachmaninoff, et al. So moved was I by the expressive idiosyncrasy of their playing—
the unexpected, extravagant rubati and the breathtaking, effortless-sounding technical feats—that I decided to
compose a piece memorializing and exploiting such pianistic virtues. Simultaneously, the idea of a paraphrase
came to mind. The Harvard Dictionary of Music defines paraphrase as a “reworking and free arrangement of
well-known melodies, such as Liszt’s concert paraphrases of Wagnerian operas.”
In Virtuoso Alice, I chose a melody of my own for this elaboration or “free arrangement” of the “Acrostic
Song” from Final Alice, written in 1976 for soprano and orchestra. The first part of Virtuoso Alice, though
pianistically elaborate and highly embellished, follows the path of the original song quite faithfully. The second
part, “Fantasia,” is more freely associative and ranges through distant keys with bravura embellishment. This leads
to a cadenza, then a reminiscence of the opening Acrostic theme and finally a repeated bell-tone, tolling an
insistent, dissonant F-natural amid swirling, rising A major scale figures. Even as the motion quiets and the piece
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ends, this F-natural continues and is never resolved—a gentle, stabbing pain, throbbing on and on.
Virtuoso Alice is dedicated to Anton Nel, who premiered it.

The mood is one of hushed tenderness. Only at the end, does the rhythm change, but gently.

Mandango
Mandango—five pieces played without pause—is the latest in my series of works celebrating the gay
experience in all its diversity.

At 11 minutes, this is the big piece of the set. Mandango is a gayish corruption of the word fandango—a
tango-like dance of sensuality and sexiness. Along the way, there are points of musical interest. Each time the
main theme reappears, the musical pulse quickens. At the start the music moves in quarter-notes—then in
dotted-eighths—then sixteenths. Finally, it reaches a frenzy of still faster triplet sixteenth notes. Separating these
gradually accelerating recapitulations are various contrasting sections, the most developed of these is a fugue.
Once the opening music has reached its frenzied, fastest tempo, it dissipates, then becomes background for
a new contrasting theme—one more graceful and innocent. Soon, however, it is engulfed by the passionate
theme—but not for long. This new theme returns in a more fully-developed cantabile section. This final section
grows in intensity, comes to a climax, then spills over into a martellato rush of octaves that ends the piece in a
blaze.
Each piece, except for In Memoriam, A.C., is dedicated to gay couples who are friends of mine: John
Corigliano & Marc Adamo (1), Bill Crist & Gary DiPasquale (2), Aaron Del Tredici & John Van (4), and
Marc Peloquin & Seth Slade (5). —David Del Tredici

mandango

same-sex marriage

begins with fast, canonically-chasing lines, moves to a more lyrical middle section, then
returns to the bustle of the opening when suddenly appears, chorale prelude-like, a quotation from a famous
wedding march. This grows to a climax, then retreats. In the ensuing quiet, another familiar wedding march
begins tentatively, then grows to an even grander climax. All the while the breathless music from the beginning
swirls in joyous counterpoint.
(Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender) is based on notes derived from this acronym. L is la or A—G—
B—T is ti or B. A, G, B, B, are the notes of the theme of the gentle opening section. The music wanders
quickly through many keys—perhaps a musical equivalent of diversity. A more passionate middle section
follows and leads to a recapitulation, then a tiny coda.

lgbt

in memoriam, a.c.
The A.C. initialized here is, of course, Aaron Copland—a dear friend and mentor. The notes and even the
rhythm are derived from his name: A, A, C, A, D are the musical letters found there. The rhythm is dictated
by the varying distances between each of these and the non-musical letters AAronCoplAnD.
Static and quietly tonal, this music moves in 16 measure units that go from slow to fast. These are punctuated by seemingly random forte chords. Only at the end, when, in tribute, Copland’s famous Shaker melody
is added, are these chords revealed as the tune’s accompaniment. At the same time, in counterpoint, is heard
Copland’s motto, AACAD.
mummification

In the world of S/M, mummification means to mummify. That is, to completely wrap a person in some kind of
tape (Saran Wrap will do!), place him in a quiet place, and allow him to have whatever experience he will.
This short piece is a succession of slowly moving quarter-note chords. The dynamic level is always pianissimo.
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the composer
With the appearance in 1976 of Final Alice, David Del Tredici’s hour-long setting of Lewis Carroll for high
soprano and large orchestra, a new movement in music, Neo-Romanticism, was born. Not only did Del Tredici
forge for himself a fresh compositional path, but at the same time gave hope to a generation of young composers seeking a new way of composing.
“Del Tredici,” said Aaron Copland, “is that rare find among composers—a creator with a truly original gift.
I venture to say that his music is certain to make a lasting impression on the American musical scene. I know
of no other composer of his generation who composes music of greater freshness and daring, or with more
personality.”
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Final Alice is but one of a number of Alice in Wonderland settings written over a span of more than 25 years
(1968-1996). Final Alice was followed by In Memory of a Summer Day (from Child Alice), which was
awarded the 1980 Pulitzer Prize in music. Both of these works became best-selling classical music recordings.
Del Tredici’s early works, in a more dissonant idiom, also focused obsessively on a single author—this time,
James Joyce. The fruits of their union were many (1960-1966): Six Songs on Texts of James Joyce, I
Hear an Army, Night Conjure–Verse and the tour de force for soprano and 16 instruments, Syzygy.
In Del Tredici’s Post–Alice world, he has chosen to take a startlingly different tack—to create a body of
music that celebrates his own gay sexuality. Among these is: Gay Life (poetry of Ginsberg, Monette and
Gunn) commissioned and premiered by Michael Tilson Thomas and the San Francisco Symphony, Love Addiction (poetry of John Kelly), Wondrous the Merge (a melodrama for baritone and string quartet, poetry of
James Broughton), and Bullycide for piano and string sextet, a composition dealing with gay teen suicide as a
result of bullying. OUT Magazine has twice named the composer one of its People of the Year.
Ever extravagant, Del Tredici remains a forceful presence on the musical scene. While Composer–in–
Residence with the New York Philharmonic in the 1990’s, Leonard Bernstein recorded his orchestral piece
Tattoo, and Zubin Mehta recorded both Haddocks’ Eyes, and Steps. In 2005 Robert Spano and the
Atlanta Symphony premiered and recorded (Telarc) Paul Revere’s Ride for soprano, chorus, and orchestra.
The recording was subsequently nominated for the 49th annual Grammy Awards as the Best New
Classical Composition. Also in 2005, Leonard Slatkin and the National Symphony Orchestra commissioned
and premiered Rip Van Winkle, an adaptation of the iconic Longfellow story for narrator and orchestra with
Broadway superstar Brian Stokes Mitchell. More recently (2013), Slatkin premiered a concert version of
Del Tredici’s only opera, Dum Dee Tweedle.
Since 2000 there has been a profusion of works for solo piano, reflecting Del Tredici’s own musical beginnings as a piano prodigy. These include Gotham Glory, Three Gymnopedies and Many Hands. Boosey
& Hawkes has published two volumes of his solo piano works, with another forthcoming. As well, Marc
Peloquin is in the process of recording the complete piano works, having already released two of a projected
five disc set.
Recently there has been a burst of new Del Tredici recordings. Most exciting is the long-awaited recording
of the complete two disc, and two-and-a-half hour long, Child Alice conducted by Gil Rose with the
Boston Modern Opera Project (BMOP) and Courtenay Budd, soprano. Another two disc set on Albany
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records includes Del Tredici’s most recent chamber works: Bullycide, Grand Trio, String Quartet No. 1,
The Felix Variations and Dynamic Duo. And not to be outdone, E1 produced an all Del Tredici disc that
includes A Field Manual and Magyar Madness. A second (!) recording of Magyar Madness has appeared
on Naxos played by the Fine Arts Quartet with clarinetist Michel Lethiec. And finally there is Facts of Life,
Del Tredici’s magnum opus for solo guitar commissioned and performed by David Leisner, available now on
Azica Records.
Del Tredici has had a long teaching career. He has been on the faculties of Harvard and Boston Universities, and for more than 25 years, was Distinguished Professor of Music at The City College of New York
(retired 2016). Del Tredici is a long-time resident of Manhattan’s West Village.

the performer
A New York Times critic has said “Marc Peloquin’s energetic approach yielded a performance that was refreshing and alive. Individual lines rang out with remarkable definition and clarity.” The pianist, called an “innovative
ivory tickler’ by Time Out, has appeared in a wide range of venues. In New York City, he has performed at
The Museum of Modern Art, the Guggenheim Museum, Town Hall, Miller Theatre at Columbia University,
Merkin Concert Hall, Weill Recital Hall and Bargemusic. He has also performed at the Kennedy Center in
Washington D.C, The Chicago Cultural Center, The Gardner Museum in Boston, The Brooklyn Museum,
The Cultural Center in Roubaix France and the American Academy in Rome.
Marc Peloquin has had a longstanding piano partnership with Roberto Hidalgo as the Split Second Piano
Duo. The New York Times described the duo as “gifted, musically curious pianists, who also have active solo
careers ... the performances were first rate.” They have performed in Mexico City at the Palacio des Bellas
Artes and at the Foro Internacional de Musica Manuel Eniquez as well as appearing with the Xalapa
Symphony in Vera Cruz. Since 2014 they have presented an annual concert at the Round Top Festival
Institute in Texas.
Marc Peloquin also collaborates with the Pulitzer Prize winning American composer/pianist David Del
Tredici, performing and recording his music. July 2012 saw the release of Gotham Glory, the first in a series
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of five recordings Marc is completing of the complete piano works of the legendary composer. Gramophone’s
review of the disc stated: “A longtime Del Tredici champion and associate, Peloquin imbues these performances
with idiomatic aplomb and a powerful yet flexible technique.”
Marc Peloquin’s other recordings include the solo piano works of Otto Luening (CRI), works by Chester
Biscardi (Naxos), works for two pianos with pianist Roberto Hidalgo (Urtext), the songs of Samuel Barber
with soprano Melissa Fogarty (Aureole), the piano works of Lionel Nowak (AN), and love songs by gay
American composers with tenor Dennis Tobenski (Perfect Enemy). His recordings have been presented on
Beethoven Satellite Network, Performance Today, American Public Media, Radio France, Sirius XM Radio,
WFMT (Chicago), WGBH (Boston) Classical Performances, WGTS (Washington), WWFM (New
York) and WQXR (New York), and BBC Radio.
Marc Peloquin is the creator and curator of the KeyedUp MusicProject, a concert series in New York City
devoted to music of great composers of our time, their influences, and those they have influenced. The series,
which began in 2010, has included the world premieres of such composers as David Del Tredici, Ned Rorem,
Chester Biscardi, Steven Burke, Reena Esmail, Daron Hagen, and Mario Lavista.
Marc Peloquin received his Doctor of Musical Arts degree from the Manhattan School of Music where he
also received the Master of Music degree. He received his Bachelor of Music from Boston University, with
additional studies at the New England Conservatory and Tanglewood. He is currently a resident teaching artist
and artistic director at the Bloomingdale School of Music in New York City and on the faculty of the New
School University.
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a c k n o w le d g m e n t s

Recorded April 10-12, 2014 at the
American Academy of Arts and Letters,
New York
Produced and engineered by 		
Judith Sherman
Engineering and editing assistant:
Jeanne Velonis
All works published by Boosey
and Hawkes
Piano: Steinway
Piano technicians:
Ismael Cunha, Li Li Dong
This recording is funded in part by
grants from The Aaron Copland Fund
for Music Recording Program and the
Secret Music Foundation
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